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NLRB announces hearing date to discuss union’s legal status

Student workers stood outside Rosse Hall during the Honors Day ceremony. | COURTESY OF HENRY HALEY GOLDMAN
said that they were “pleased” these legal arguments,” Becker Kenyon farmers, Library and es, not just because of staffing
that the NLRB acknowledged said. “Kenyon was arguing the Information Services (LBIS) or regulatory changes, like we
On Wednesday, the Na- the legal questions posed by the education department was go- Helpline workers and Writ- experienced with COVID, but
tional Labor Relations Board College, citing directly from ing to completely deprive Ken- ing Consultants that they have in a constant effort to improve
(NLRB) notified Kenyon Col- the document. “The Employer yon of federal funding, which is joined the majorities of lan- our processes.”
K-SWOC’s rally on Friday
lege and the United Electrical, raises several important points absurd. That’s never happened guage Teaching Assistants
Radio and Machine Workers of of consideration regarding the before, that was never an issue. (TAs) and Community Advi- outside of Rosse Hall gave a
including So the Board essentially just sors (CAs) in their indefinite number of TAs, CAs and other
America (UE) that it will deny student-workers,
Kenyon’s motion to dismiss or the nature of their work, work ruled that that was not an is- Unfair Labor Practice strike striking student workers the opthat began on April 11.
portunity to speak about their
stay a union certification elec- schedules, job tenure, remu- sue.”
The NLRB’s order also adTo demonstrate their soli- experiences in the workplace
tion and will require a full hear- neration and their relationship
ing to consider important legal with the Employer,” Choe wrote dressed the College’s turnover darity with the student work- and their reasons for going on
questions raised by the Kenyon in her Order Denying Employ- rate argument. Kenyon main- ers on strike, K-SWOC held a strike. Students also spoke to
Student Worker Organizing er’s Motion to Dismiss or Stay tains that the rapid turnover of rally on the steps of Rosse Hall the challenges of striking — instudent workers each semester on Friday and a picket outside cluding regret that they have
Committee’s (K-SWOC) Octo- Petition.
However, the College did not would result in a scenario where of Ransom Hall on Tuesday. K- been unable to meet the needs
ber 2021 election petition.
K-SWOC’s initial efforts to- include that Choe also attested ballots cast by previous student SWOC has also set up a strike of the students they typically
wards a union election were there needed to be more con- workers would lead to changes fund to cover the lost wages of serve — but ultimately reiterated the importance of the strike.
delayed after the College filed crete evidence presented in an that would affect more new stu- striking student workers.
The large number of students
“I want to not have too many
a motion to dismiss or stay the official court setting. “I have dent workers who had not voted
on strike has led to many dis- residents to know them all by
petition on Oct. 21, arguing simply concluded that these is- for them.
The NLRB dismissed this ruptions in everyday life at the name and face, because I don’t
that the NLRB’s administrative sues call for a full factual reelection rules would require the cord, rather than the pre-hear- argument by noting that it ig- College. Many students have want to be a cop,” said CA Ilan
College to disclose private edu- ing dismissal of the petition nores the rights of workers who been unable to attend their TA Magnani ’24. “I don’t want to
cational records of students — based on the Employer’s argu- are currently employed by the sessions, receive help from the surveil my residents. I don’t
violating Family Educational ments that are not supported by College. In support of this dis- library’s helpline desk or turn to want to have to prove to my boss
missal, Becker also referenced their CAs when they need them. that I’ve talked to them by upRights and Privacy Act (FER- record evidence,” she said.
Choe’s decision letter also the 2016 Columbia University The College has yet to make any loading unimportant informaPA), which protects the privacy
of student education records. addressed the College’s claims decision, which ruled that high significant changes to address tion about them into a spreadThe College also argued that that union recognition would turnover regarding the part- these newly imposed challeng- sheet. I don’t want residents to
many of its student positions be a violation of FERPA and time status or educational na- es, and “will continue normal see me as someone whose prioperated in an educational con- acknowledged that there was a ture of some student jobs does operations without interrup- mary function is to get them in
text, and were therefore not es- possibility of procedural chal- not preclude employees work- tion,” according to an April 13 trouble.”
Striking students also held
sential to the College’s business lenges, though she wrote that ing in those positions from statement from the Office of
it was possible to achieve union their right to unionize.
Communications.
a picket outside of Rosse Hall
operations.
Becker also emphasized that
President Sean Decatur from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on TuesFollowing the College’s mo- recognition without violating
tion to dismiss, the NLRB in- FERPA. Ultimately, she found there is nothing preventing echoed this sentiment, although day, during the College’s Hondefinitely postponed the hear- the College’s concern was not the College from attempting he did not give specifics regard- ors Day ceremony. After the
event, several picketing stuing on Oct. 29, a decision made compelling enough to justify to reach a resolution with stu- ing the College’s response.
“I appreciate the steps the dents approached Decatur to
by NLRB Assistant Regional refusing union recognition-re- dent workers before the schedIva Y. Choe. This decision was lated negotiations with student uled hearing. The hearing itself professional staff and faculty discuss the ongoing strike.
is not imperative if the College have taken to ensure that stuAs student workers from
made in order to consider both workers.
The arguments made by the decides on its own terms that its dents have access to the re- these six workplaces continue
Kenyon and K-SWOC’s positions regarding the relevance of College have been interpret- student workers should have the sources and support they need, their strike and K-SWOC awaits
whether it is designing special its hearing with the NLRB, stuFERPA in relation to NLRB law. ed by K-SWOC member Nick right to a fair election.
As student workers await the study sessions, accompanying dents plan to continue to voice
K-SWOC argued that union Becker ’22 as technicality argurecognition and violation of ments made to delay the elec- upcoming hearing, or a poten- CAs on duty rounds, or man- their concerns. K-SWOC will
tial response from the College, aging requests for technical as- hold a picket outside of Ransom
FERPA law are not inherently tion process.
“The whole time that we’ve those currently on strike will sistance,” Decatur wrote in an Hall at 5 p.m. tonight, and conconcurrent.
In the Office of Communi- been in this campaign this year, remain on the picket line in- email to the Collegian. “It is tinues to accept donations to its
cation’s official statement about right after we filed for election, definitely. The notice follows normal for us to make adjust- strike fund.
the NLRB hearing, the College Kenyon has been hiding behind announcements made by the ments in how we deliver servicHANNAH DOURGARIAN
NEWS ASSISTANT
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Carlos Chamorro to accept Leopoldo Lopez award
LINNEA MUMMA
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Nicaraguan
journalist
Carlos Fernando Chamorro
will accept the Center for the
Study of American Democracy’s (CSAD) second annual Leopoldo Lopez Freedom
and Democracy Award at a
ceremony on May 5. Chamorro will receive the prize on
behalf of Nicaraguan political prisoners — particularly
the seven presidential candidates who were imprisoned by
authoritarian leader Daniel
Ortega after they challenged
him in Nicaragua’s 2021 presidential election. Chamorro
will receive a $10,000 honorarium.
Developed in 2019, the
award is intended to illustrate
the courage and personal sacrifice of individuals who fight
to uphold principles of democracy. The award is named
after prominent Venezuelan
human rights activist Leopoldo Lopez ’93, who has devoted
his life toward restoring democracy in Venezuela and resisting authoritarian political
regimes. Last year, Chinese
human rights activist Chen
Guangcheng became the first
recipient of the award.
Chamorro, who is known
for his thorough investigative
reporting, founded the independent Nicaraguan news
outlet Confidencial as well
as the popular nightly Sunday television program Esta
Semana and the Onda Local
podcast. He has twice been
exiled by state authorities —
once in 2018 and most recently in June of 2021, f leeing to
Costa Rica both times.
“I am honored to accept
this award on behalf of many
Nicaraguans that are currently in prison or in exile
as a result of the political
persecution launched by the
Ortega-Murillo dictatorship,”
Chamorro said in the press release. “The Nicaraguan struggle for democracy and justice
has faced indiscriminate state

Chamorro will accept the award on behalf of Nicaraguan political prisoners. | COURTESY OF CONFIDENCIAL
repression against a wide variety of ordinary citizens and
leaders. As a journalist I have
tried to document the civic resistance since the April
2018 rebellion and repression, maintaining my commitment to the truth, without
accepting censorship or selfcensorship. While I might not
be capable of representing the
plurality and diversity of the
whole of Nicaraguan civic resistance, I will do my best to
speak for all those who are silent in prison.”
Nicaragua has had a long
and troubled history in its

fight for democracy. Ortega, who was sworn in for his
fourth consecutive term in
January, has served as president of the country since
2006, making him the longest-serving leader in the
Americas. His rise to power,
however, has been far from
democratic: Only one in five
eligible Nicaraguan voters
cast ballots for the 2021 election, and Ortega detained any
and all opposing candidates
— including Chamorro’s sister Cristiana — citing various
treason charges.
Since 2006, Ortega and his

regime — which includes his
wife, Rosario María Murillo
Zambrana, who has served as
his vice president since 2017
— have repeatedly silenced
individuals fighting for a free
and fair election process. In
2018, pro-government paramilitary groups killed 300
protestors, and in 2020, Ortega laid the groundwork for
harsh laws that eliminated
any opposition to his presidency through judicial persecution.
As such, CSAD felt it necessary to strongly condemn
the actions of Ortega, and

to honor those in prison for
fighting for what they deserve
through this award.
“It’s really important for
us to be able to give an award
like this,” Director of CSAD
David Rowe said. “Kenyon
is a small College; we’re not
powerful enough to free these
people from the grip of a brutal regime. But we are important enough to say, ‘No, this
is not right.’ We give witness,
and by giving witness, we give
hope.”
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Student Council announces election results for 2022-2023

JOSHUA HERTZ
NEWS ASSISTANT

On April 19, the Office of
Student Engagement (OSE)
publicly announced the winners of the 2022-23 Student
Council elections in an email
to all students and employees. Most noteworthy was the
election of Student Council
president Ubongabasi Asuquo
’23.
The Student Council was
founded on March 17, 1959,
according to a Collegian article of that year. Since its
founding, the Council has

represented Kenyon students as I am to take on this role, I
through years of progress. consider this an opportunity
In 1979, Christine Gould ’80
became the first female president, and in 2021, Micah
Smith ’22 became the first
openly trans president.
Asuquo’s
reform-based
campaign targeted stagnant
College policies and support
systems that she said were
failing a growing number of
low-income,
international
and minority students. She
– Ubongabasi Asuquo ’23
also noted that she is eager
to use her position and platform to give back to the Ke- to continue to serve our Kennyon community. “As excited yon community,” she said in a

“

message to the Collegian.
Of the five other contested
races,
Prince
Adablah ’23 was
elected senior
class president,
Marissa
Sun
’24 was elected sophomore
class president,
Melissa Nixon
’23 was elected
vice president
for business and
finance,
Sally
Smith ’23 will
be the next chairperson of the
Buildings, Grounds and Sus-

We just have to
commit as much to admitting more students as we
do supporting those students.

tainability Committee and
Khue Tran ’25 will be the next
chairperson of the Diversity,
Equity and Inclusion Committee.
The OSE reported that 827
students participated in this
year’s election, an increase of
206 students from last year.
Even with the increase of voters, turnout remained low,
with only 48% percent of the
1,910 students attending Kenyon participating in the election.

Ohio Supreme Court rejects latest state legislative maps
ADAM MARGOLIS
NEWS EDITOR

On April 14, the Ohio Supreme Court rejected a fourth
round of state legislative maps
approved along party lines by
the Ohio Redistricting Commission (ORC) on March 28.
After the Court threw out
the ORC’s third-round maps
— which were approved along
party lines in late February
— on March 16, the Commission hired third-party independent mapmakers to design the fourth-round maps.
These third-party officials,
who livestreamed the redrawing process on March 24 and
25, did not meet the March 28
deadline imposed by the Ohio
Supreme Court. According
to Ohio House Speaker Bob
Cupp and Ohio Senate President Matt Huffman, the submitted fourth-round maps,
which were only slightly altered versions of the thirdround maps, were approved in
order to meet that deadline.
The late-March approval
was met with ire from Ohio
House and Senate Democrats,
who claimed Republicans
passed the maps in deliberate defiance of the Supreme
Court’s orders mandating
transparency and constitutionality.
“We made a historic move
toward transparency, but Republicans chose to hijack the
process. There seems to be no
end to the arrogance of the
supermajority,” State Senator
Vernon Sykes (D-28) tweeted
just after the maps were approved along party lines.
The Ohio Supreme Court
seemed to agree with Sykes.
“We also discern intent of
partisan favoritism from the
timeline that led to the commission’s decision to scrap the
work of the independent map
drawers in favor of a plan that
included minimal changes
to one already invalidated as
unconstitutional,” the Court
wrote in its April 14 decision.
The Court cited evidence that
certain members of the Com-

This is the fourth time that the maps have been rejected. | COURTESY OF FRED SQUILLANTE/COLUMBUS DISPATCH
mission deliberately attempted to block the independent
mapmakers from finishing
maps by the March 28 deadline.
The Court also cited the
fact that the independent
mapmakers presented the
Commission with three plans
for consideration the day before the scheduled deadline,
but did not receive additional guidance they needed to
resolve outstanding issues.
“As time for completion grew
shorter,
the
commission
failed to provide the guidance
that [the independent mapmakers] needed, hindering
their ability to complete their
work,” the Court wrote.
According to the Ohio
Capital Journal, hours before the deadline on March
28, Cupp bypassed the independent mapmakers. Cupp
claimed
the
mapmakers
would not be able to meet the

deadline, and subsequently enlisted the assistance of
House GOP staffers to submit
slightly modified versions of
the third-round maps, which
had already been rejected because they violated Sections
6(A) and 6(B) of Article XI of
the Ohio Constitution.
These constitutional provisions mandate that the Commission draw maps that do
not favor or disfavor a political party and that the proportion of districts created align
with the voting preferences of
Ohio voters. According to the
Columbus Dispatch, Ohio voters have voted for Republican
state and federal candidates
54% of the time and Democrats 46% of the time over the
last 10 years. The third-round
maps would have given House
Republicans a majority of
54-45 and an 18-15 majority
in the State Senate, meeting
the proportionality standard.

However, the Court rejected
the fourth-round maps because they did not comply
with the neutrality requirement set in 6(B) of Article XI.
“These facts indicate beyond
a reasonable doubt an intent
to favor the Republican Party
at the expense of the Democratic party in the commission’s fourth try at drafting
the General-Assembly—district plan,” the Court decided.
In an open letter released
on Tuesday, Ohio House Minority Leader Allison Russo
(D-24) and Ohio Sen. Sykes,
both members of the ORC,
said that drawing legally
compliant maps should be
straightforward. They also
called on the Commission to
rehire the independent mapmakers to ensure that they receive the necessary guidance
to avoid any further issues
and to guarantee the maps’
constitutionality.

“The Supreme Court has
given us another chance and
plenty of opportunities to
fulfill our duty to end gerrymandering, as voters have
demanded,” Sykes wrote on
Twitter. “I sincerely hope that
Republicans will finally commit to bipartisanship and
work with Democrats to draw
maps in an open, transparent manner. It’s time for the
majority to listen to the Supreme Court, follow the Constitution and restore Ohioans’
trust in this process,” he followed.
The Ohio Redistricting
Commission has until 9 a.m.
on May 6 to approve a new set
of maps, which will determine
the date of the state House
and Senate primary, currently
scheduled to take place either
on or after Aug. 2.
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Professor Joseph Klesner named new CSAD director

legian. “I hope to be able to schedule
lectures, panel discussions, and larger conferences that will address the
challenges currently posed to American democracy, placing those challenges into historical perspective and
drawing on the insights of the most
inf luential American political thinkers.”
Rowe, CSAD’s current director,
was awarded a Fulbright NATO Security Studies fellowship and will move
to Brussels over the summer to work
at the German Marshall Fund. While
there, he will focus on the future of
the Transatlantic Alliance and transatlantic Liberal democracies. Rowe
says he does not plan on reassuming
his position at CSAD upon his return
to Kenyon.
“I think [Klesner] is going to just
do a great job and provide a vibrant
dialogue for the campus and broader
Kenyon community about the many
challenges that confront democracy
at this time,” Rowe said.
President Sean Decatur also expressed excitement about Klesner’s
hiring. “I am thrilled that Professor
Rowe has this opportunity to serve as
a Fulbright NATO Security Studies
Fellow,” he wrote in an email to the
Collegian. “CSAD will be well-served
by Professor Klesner’s deep expertise
in comparative politics and his many
connections across and beyond the
Kenyon faculty.”

AUDREY BAKER
NEWS ASSISTANT

On July 1, Professor of Political
Science Joseph Klesner will succeed
Professor of Political Science David
Rowe as the director of the Center
for the Study of American Democracy (CSAD). Rowe, who has led CSAD
since 2018, will be on sabbatical until
the fall of 2023 to pursue a Fulbright
fellowship in Brussels.
CSAD, which was established in
2007, is dedicated to civil, nonpartisan political discourse between students, faculty and alumni. It regularly invites speakers to campus and
holds lectures and panel discussions
throughout the school year, in addition to providing research opportunities and internships such as the CSAD
Associates Program for students.
Klesner has been teaching at Kenyon since 1985, and has held multiple administrative positions at the
College, including associate provost, provost and senior advisor to
the president for strategic planning.
He specializes in public opinion and
comparative politics, particularly in
Latin America, and has previously
served as director of the College’s
international studies program and
chair of the Department of Political
Science.
“It is an honor to be asked to lead
the CSAD at this critical time in
America’s political development,”
Klesner wrote in an email to the Col-

Professor Joseph Klesner. | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE

Business and Finance Committee exhausts funding allocation

AMELIA CARNELL
NEWS EDITOR

At the last Business and Finance
Committee (BFC) supplemental allocation hearing on April 11, the BFC
allocated all of its funding for student organizations. BFC Chair Melissa Nixon ’23 said this is a return to
normalcy after two years of limited
programming due to the COVID-19
pandemic.
The BFC is funded by the $125 student activity fee paid by students each
semester. According to Nixon, the
BFC collected around $240,000 this
semester. According to Nixon, this is
not far off from the budget of previous years — despite this year’s unusually high enrollment — due to the fact
that the student activity fee was reduced from $150 in 2020.
From there, $67,000 of the money
was diverted to Social Board, whose
primary expense is Summer Sendoff,
while $6,000 was set aside as “Fun
Funds,” which primarily cover food
expenses. Additionally, just over
$10,000 was devoted to other expenses, including class committees and
for the Knox Area Transit system to
provide free transportation to Kenyon students. The remaining money,
approximately $157,000, was available
to be requested by student organizations in semester allocations before
the term began, or through supplemental allocation hearings every other week. The money is distributed to
student organizations on a first-come,
first-served basis.
With this semester’s funds deplet-

Summer Sendoff is the primary annual expense for Social Board. | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE
ed, Nixon said the BFC is trying to
fund student organizations’ programming through Fun Funds, which currently only has about $800 left for the
semester. “We’ve been trying to defer
to Fun Funds to make sure people have
some funding accessible, but it’s not as
much as we’d hoped to have,” she said.
According to Nixon, some money had to be held back this year as a
cushion, in the event both ultimate
frisbee teams needed funding to travel
to national championships. SERF had

already requested funding, so Nixon explained that, to follow Title IX
regulations, the BFC had to reserve
enough money to fund BluRay the
same amount in case both teams qualified for the tournament. Additionally, she said that the BFC had to reserve
money in case this year’s Sendoff artists, who were announced on Friday as
Audrey Nuna and Mills, did not sign
contracts.
While there is no money left for
this semester, Nixon said the best

way for student organizations to ensure they get funding next year is to
make requests early. Fall 2022 semester requests were due this Thursday,
and will be processed at the next BFC
meeting on Saturday, April 23. If organizations have not planned all their
programming for next fall, Nixon encouraged them to come to a supplemental hearing early in the fall 2022
semester.
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Striking students share stories of their paths to the picket line
MADELEINE MAGILL
STAFF WRITER

Kenyon is making history
as a majority of Community
Advisors (CAs), Teaching Assistants (TAs), Writing Center
Consultants and Library and
Information Services (LBIS)
student workers participate
in an indefinite Unfair Labor
Practice strike against the
College. But the lived experiences of these student workers extend far beyond what
any news article, piece of gossip or mass-email chain can
fully capture. For the students on strike from the very
work that they ardently love,
this is deeply personal.
The 2022 spring term marks
the seventh semester that Betania Escobar ’22 has worked
as a TA for Kenyon’s Department of Modern Languages
and Literatures (MLL). Back
home in Houston, Escobar
discovered her passion for
educating through her engagement in a teaching program for middle school students. When she arrived in

When Escobar decided to
strike, she knew it was ultimately the right choice, although it certainly wasn’t the
easiest one to make. “I want
to be an educator and so having to withdraw myself from
this position at Kenyon —
from this place and this program that really helped mold
me as an educator, and that
has given me the opportunity
to connect with students and
to share knowledge — it’s sad
to me that I have to give that
up,” she explained.
By withholding her labor,
Escobar hopes Kenyon will
come to appreciate the arduous work she has performed
during the last few years. She
expressed her desire for Kenyon to make TA training a
paid part of the role, to provide more		
opportunities for
TAs to learn specific teaching
methodologies and, most importantly, to value the labor
of future TAs to come.
Similar to some of Escobar’s adverse experiences as
a student worker are those of
Sally Smith ’23, a student as-

Student held a rally on Friday in front of Rosse Hall. | COURTESY OF EMMA KANG
Last week, Smith joined we’ve gone through the legal ing the strike. She believes
many of her peers and decid- processes and they’re try- Kenyon’s unfair treatment
ed to strike, something that ing to stop those legal pro- of other student workers
is no small sacrifice to her: cesses,” she said. Smith hopes on campus may ref lect how
In addition to possibly losing the strike will serve as a final Kenyon values the labor of
out on future work opportu- push for Kenyon to address Gund Gallery Associates.
nities, Smith may also lose the concerns its student work- “The Farm wasn’t expectthe chance to complete her re- ers are facing.
ing the residential program
Many student workers ten- to just suddenly be taken out
tatively plan to join in on the from under them. So that
K-SWOC strike. One of those means funding can be taken
individuals is Emma Kang away from Gund, too,” she
’25, who works on the cura- said. “If we let the admintorial team at Gund Gallery, istration get away with this
writing wall texts and narra- decision, then we let them
tive guides for the Gallery’s get away with anything else
to any other program in the
exhibitions.
According to Kang, if she future.”
The K-SWOC strike poswere to join the strike, it
es
itself as a personal sacriwould be out of a deep love
fice
for all that join in, but
for her job. Since she aims
each
striker has one thing
to pursue curatorial studies
in
common:
a vision for
in her future, Gund Gallery
great
change
in
the Kenyon
was a huge selling point when
community.
As
the intenshe decided to attend Kenyon.
sity
of
this
colossal
moment
“This is an entry point to that
heightens,
an
increasing
career I’m searching for,” she
said. “I cried when my first number of student workers
COURTESY OF SALLY SMITH wall writing went up because may find themselves with
Gavin Trautman ’25 | MIA SNOW
Gambier in 2018, she brought sistant at Special Collections search project. At this point, this is a dream of mine, to the difficult choice of riskthis passion for education and Archives in Chalmers Li- though, she believes student have my writing up at a muse- ing the jobs they love for the
— along with her love of her brary. Smith has seen first- workers have exhausted all um — my interpretation and greater purpose of improving workplace conditions for
Spanish-speaking identity — hand how Kenyon handles other options. “It’s really my autonomy.”
Despite her feeling that future generations of Kento Kenyon’s MLL department. complaints about the Col- frustrating that Kenyon has
“Coming here to Kenyon and lege’s labor practices, in the put us in this position. We’ve the work conditions at Gund yon students.
being able to share a part of present at her work environ- tried to talk with administra- Gallery are relatively sound,
myself, which is my Spanish- ment, and in the long term tors, we filed for an election, Kang has considered joinspeaking identity, was some- through her research into the
thing that was really special institution’s history.
to me,” she said. “I was able to
This semester, Smith has
not only get in the practice of worked on an exhibition case
being a teacher and practicing focusing on Kenyon’s labor
what it means to be an educa- history. Her research dives
tor, but also getting to share into the intricate work exparts of my culture with other periences of past employees
students.”
at the College. “I found it’s
Through the opportunity been incredibly interesting to
to share her personality, cul- go through faculty minutes
ture and language with oth- and see whatever faculty were
ers, Escobar said she devel- fighting for tenure in the
oped a better sense of identity ’40s,” she said, “and to be able
and self-confidence. As a TA, to learn about the Bookstore
she came to view herself as and administrative assistants
an invaluable student, educa- for the 2003 organizing drive
tor and member of the greater before they were busted.”
Kenyon community.
Smith hopes that some of her
She just wishes that the research can be used to eduCollege, as her employer, cate fellow students on their
would come to see her in that community’s long-term fight
way, too.
Charlie Muller ’23 (left) and Jenna Weigand ’24 (right) | MIA SNOW
for better work conditions.
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Through the Gates of Hell: the controversial Kenyon “Crawl”

RONIN BERZINS
FEATURES EDITOR

Tradition at Kenyon has always been a significant part of the
school’s ethos. From long-standing superstitions — like those
which prompt students to avoid
the cursed Peirce seal, or tell them
to navigate through the Gates of
Hell on the same side as a friend
— to more recent additions to
Kenyon lore, traditions link Kenyon students young and old. Even
those rituals which elicit grumbling or ridicule are treated with a
certain degree of fondness by the
Kenyon community, viewed with
grudging nostalgia as forming
some underbelly of the school’s
spirit.
Yet in the fall of 1961, a debate
raged at the College over one of
its longest traditions, the “Fuzzies
Debut” — also known as the Pajama Parade — and the “Crawl,”
a brutal one-two punch of hazing
during “Freshman Hell Week.”
Just a decade later, Kenyon would
say goodbye to one of its most
controversial rituals, a ritual remembered fondly by some and
with polemical criticism by others.
Though less is known about
the origins of the Crawl, the annual Pajama Parade was said to
date all the way back to the College’s founding in 1824. One night
every year, sophomores would
gather in front of the first-year
dorms and, according to some
accounts, either coax or drag the
pajama-clad first years from their
dorms.
One retelling of the event from
the Collegian in 1961 by novelist
and Writer in Residence PF Kluge
’64, a sophomore at the time,
paints a vivid picture of its opening act, which began as students
shouted “fuzz,” a nickname for
first years: “‘Fuzz… fuzz… fuzz’

		
COURTESY OF COLLEGIAN ARCHIVES
— a mono-syllabic battle cry that infestinimal form of human orechoed all over Marriot Park,” — ganism.” He finally joked that the
a now forgotten name for the land first-year class was set to make “a
between the Gates of Hell and Old very close investigation of the floKenyon — “alternating with an- ra and fauna” on campus as they
other slogan, a polite paraphrase engaged in the annual Crawl.
of which might be ‘What amount
In addition to significant supof posterior flesh is it within our port on campus, the hazing ritual
capacity to pound tonight?’ The had the backing of Kenyon’s adanswer was not long in coming… ministration as well, lending an
in spontaneous eruption… fresh- official air to an otherwise crazy
man, wet covered with shaving tradition. Kluge’s account mencream, were dragged out of the tions several members of the addorm.”
ministration in the crowd — inMany reports of the Pajama cluding Dean Thomas Edwards,
Parade and Crawl reflect the same Director of Scholarships J.D.
sentiment of playful disdain ap- Kushan and Dr. Jess Falkenstine
parent in this narrative. In a 1941 — were there to protect athletes
Collegian article, one upperclass- “from the rougher forms of conman wrote in anticipation of the flict.”
Crawl that “Freshmanus KenyoYet the rituals were not without
nesis, that small parasitic animal complaint. In an account of the
found every Fall on this campus, Crawl written in 1939, one freshhas just made its annual appear- man wrote: “Sure I’m griping —
ance.” He continued with an- you would too if you’d been there.
ticipatory glee: “The sophomore How would you enjoy lining up
conservation department has against a building blindfolded,
declared an open season on this hearing your classmates yell when
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Senior Class Total:

41

Ellen Burbank ’22

they got drenched with water
from the windows, waiting and
hoping the next deluge wouldn’t
be you, only it was.”
The description of the rest of
the Crawl is a brutal one. First
years were forced, still blindfolded, to “grab the legs” of the
students ahead of them as they
were led across campus, enduring
“gravel paths,” “acorns” and “just
plain hard ground.” Throughout the Crawl they’d face ridicule
from their sophomore assailants.
At one point, the first year writes,
“some bright sob got the idea that
we were as good as dogs, so we
played Fido around a great big
tree,” just one iteration of the “little acts” the first years were made
to perform every year for general
amusement. That year’s class of
first years were then forced into
a grand finale, where by tradition
they entered a “mud wallow,” dug
annually by the first-year football
team. The writer describes it as
an “episode of playing piggie in a
sty.”
Despite the clear brutality of
the tradition, opinion was split
throughout most of Kenyon’s history on the practice. One writer
makes note that their class of first
years “came out still smiling,”
and even the first year in 1939
ultimately stood in favor of the
tradition, which he viewed as a
masculine introduction to college
life. “Everyone seemed to think it
could have been a lot worse,” he
wrote. “After all there is a ‘man’
on the end of our class name, and
there is something in playing the
game.”
It was in the fall of 1961, however, that the Pajama Parade finally saw its reckoning. Taking
a stand in the Collegian, Kluge
weighed in a subsequent editorial: “Some freshman, we are informed, share this newspaper’s

Junior Class Total:

31

opinion that the pajama parade
is a senseless, painful ugliness,
passed on from year to year under
administration smiles as ‘tradition.’ That the tradition is brutal
and stupid, degrading and disgusting has apparently been overlooked.” First year Al Vogeler ’65
that same year took an even more
impassioned stance on the brutality of the tradition. “The animal
like display of simple brutality at
the freshman pajama parade was
more an example of sadism than
of meaningful or good natured
custom,” he wrote.
His depiction of the events following paint them as so savage
it defies abbreviation: “The expression of utter joy on the children’s faces as they beat on the
head of a fallen classmate made
me ashamed to be in the same
school with them. Face down in
the gravel, this boy was strapped
across the neck and beaten over
the head several times before
he could stagger to his feet and
stumble the rest of the way before
lashing belts and paddles. I observed another freshman leaning
against a tree desperately clutching his gut, where one sophomore
had hit him with a paddle, swinging into him as he ran.’”
Despite the rise of strong student opposition to these traditions, it wasn’t until eight years
later that they finally saw their
collapse. Rather than falling due
to student opposition, however,
the beginning of coeducation at
Kenyon was the nail in the coffin
for these hazing rituals. Finding
perhaps that it would be inappropriate to continue the ritual
as women moved onto Kenyon’s
campus, the administration finally ended one of its most beloved,
hated, bizarre and cruel traditions.

Sophomore Class Total:

36

First-Year Class Total:

29

Charlie Muller ’23

Jenna Weigand ’24

Gavin Trautman ’25

How many crows sit on top of
Ransom Hall?

Nine

Nine

Six

Nine

Five

What day are the Ohio primary
elections?

May 3

May 4

June 16

May 2

May 3

What is the definition of the term
“ovophobia”?

Fear of eggs

Fear of owls

Fear of Drake’s brand
“October’s Very Own”

Fear of ovulation

Fear of eggs

What animal sleeps with one eye
open?

Dolphins

Racoons

Lemurs

Horses

Dolphins

Weekly Scores

1

0

1

3
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Kokosingers showcase lively vocals during spring concert
CECILIA OSHINS
ARTS EDITOR

The Kokosingers, Kenyon’s
tenor-bass a cappella group,
held their spring concert in
Rosse Hall on Sunday afternoon. Known colloquially as
the “Kokes,” they are a crowd
favorite for their energy, classic song choices and dynamic
stage presence. Most importantly, each Koke was a wildly impressive singer, making
their performances stand out
even during Kenyon’s peak a
cappella season.
The opening act — which
consisted of students from
the club soccer team — introduced themselves as “the
Whistleblowers,
Kenyon’s
premier whistling a cappella
group,” and then proceeded to
whistle a complete rendition
of “The Final Countdown” by
Europe. The audience laughed
while the team held back giggles, starting the concert off
on a light note.
Following the Whistleblowers, the Kokes ran onto
the stage and began their set
with a cover of “Fools Fall in
Love” by the Drifters. The
group snapped and danced to
this classic ’50s song, and at
one point one of their members pulled out a kazoo, which
made several appearances over
the course of the night. The
group tends to stray further
from pop music than many
of Kenyon’s other a cappella
groups, which fits well with

The concert opened with the club soccer team performing as the "Whistleblowers." | CECILIA OSHINS
This was one of two Paul trol as well as riffs throughout bers wrapped arms around
their low-pitched, harmonic sound. They sang across Simon songs that the group the song that had the audience each other and sang “Kokosing Farewell,” their traditiongenres, but many of their best performed, the other being cheering.
One of the last songs the al closer and a Kenyon song
pieces were rock and R&B “Homeward Bound,” which
was sung by the seniors. The Kokes sang was “Dedicated to dearly loved by many students.
from the ’60s and ’70s.
A particularly impressive song was emotional for every- the One I Love” by the Mamas They then lapped the stage
piece was “Still Crazy After one, and following its com- & the Papas, which they per- and had the audience chanting
All These Years” by Paul Si- pletion, other Kokes greeted formed as a group. The dif- “encore” for a final cover of
mon, soloed by Brian Coburn the graduating members with ferent vocal sections each had “If I Wrote You a Symphony”
distinct parts that responded by Justin Timberlake. Coburn
’23. Coburn sang at a tenor hugs.
Another highlight of the to each other to create a heav- beatboxed, and the rest of the
pitch, hitting higher notes at
a belt. This was a beautiful concert was “How Deep is ily harmonized melody. What group had fun dancing, wrapcover all around, as the rest of Your Love,” originally by the made this song in particu- ping up a great spring concert.
the group sang softly to back Bee Gees and inspired by PJ lar stand out was the way the
him up and everyone’s voices Morton’s cover. Ben Pim- group gradually built up in
blended together smoothly, stone ’23 did a wonderful job volume before jumping into
doing justice to the original as a soloist, stunning the au- the chorus.
dience with steady vocal conTo close the show, the memsong.

Frusciante returns to Red Hot Chilli Peppers in new album
CECILIA OSHINS
ARTS EDITOR

On April 1, California rock
band the Red Hot Chili Peppers (RHCP) released their
12th studio album, Unlimited
Love. Though it didn’t quite
live up to a few of their more
famous LPs, such as Blood Sugar Sex Magik or Californication, it is a great set of tracks
that revisits the band’s older
sound.
Part of what makes this album so successful is the return
of guitarist John Frusciante,
who left the band for the second time after Stadium Arcadium was released in 2006. Many
critics, including Rolling Stone
writer Brittany Spanos, attributed the success of the album
to Frusciante. With the guitarist back in the fold, RHCP’s
sound is much more grounded
and has a heavier funk inf luence than their previous few
albums, which drew criticism
for losing their powerful tempo.
The album starts off strong
with “Black Summer,” which
was pre-released in February.
The song has all the elements
of a classic RHCP song, but the
melody is drowsier than their

Unlimited Love is their 12th album. | COURTESY RALP_PH VIA WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
typical sound. It picks up the their ’90s hits, it’s clear that is famous for writing nonsenpace, however, building pro- their sound has matured. One sical lyrics, however poetic
gressively before coming to a of the best tracks on the album, they might be, but a few of
rather abrupt ending. It makes “She’s a Lover,” — which gave the songs have a much more
for a perfect introduction to the album its title — is groovy melancholic instrumentation.
the rest of the album, which re- and upbeat. In the track, it’s One of these songs is “Veronturns to the funky, psychedelic clear in lead singer Anthony ica,” which is a slower temvibe that the band is known Kiedis’s voice that he’s having po, and the vocals are emoand loved for.
fun with it, making the lyrics tional, bordering on a whine.
Unlimited Love consists of sound f lirty and playful.
The chorus repeats the lyr17 tracks that range in tempo
However, this isn’t to im- ics, “Danger, danger/Everyand emotion. While each song ply that all the tracks are up- one goes for a ride/Danger,
still feels like a throwback to beat and lighthearted. Kiedis danger/Everyone loses their

mind,” conveying an odd sense
of desperation.
Arguably the best song on
the album is the second-to-last
track “The Heavy Wing,” with
its catchy guitar-riff intro and
heavy drums. Frusciante takes
over the lead vocals for the chorus, which changes the sound
entirely. He has a gravelly voice
that matches the classic-rock
genre, though Kiedis’s higher
pitched and wavering voice is
part of what makes the RHCP’s
sound distinct from other rock
bands.
Disappointingly, the last
track on the album, “Tangelo,”
is a bit of a letdown for an album closer. While there are no
bad songs on Unlimited Love,
this one does not stand out, as
the lyrics have an awkward cadence and the instrumentals
are bland. The last 38 seconds
are white noise, which is an interesting artistic choice, but it
would have been more satisfying to end the album in a way
that better matches the rest of
the album’s energy.
Overall, Unlimited Love is
definitely worth the listen, providing fans with a set of songs
reminiscent of their older releases.
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It is not possible to proceed
as normal during student
worker strike
Last Monday, a majority of CAs began an indefinite unfair labor practices (ULP) strike against the College, quickly followed by Teaching Assistants (TAs), Library and Information Service (LBIS) student workers and
Writing Center Consultants in the days following. In an initial response
to this work stoppage, the Office of Communications released a statement last Wednesday saying that the College operations would proceed as
normal. However, normal isn’t possible with so many student workers on
strike. Rather than acting as if all is the same, the College must recognize
that fundamental change needs to happen sooner rather than later — before the community starts to feel lasting consequences.
Repercussions are already being felt across campus. One of Kenyon’s
primary selling points is its intensive language program in the department
of Modern Languages and Literatures, which aims to consistently immerse
students in active and cultural approaches to their given language. TA sessions are crucial to this program, as they provide the opportunity for students to strengthen their linguistic skills and succeed in challenging, intensive courses. Since the start of the strike, many TA sessions have been
cancelled, leaving language students without this significant academic resource. As the semester comes to a close, the work of these TAs are as important as ever; language exams and papers are notoriously difficult.
Additionally, Writing Center Consultants and Liaisons are also crucial
resources for students in the weeks leading up to finals. Liaisons in particular, who work with a professor and their students in a specific course,
are often inundated with emails from students leading up to finals week
about scheduling meetings to help them prepare, draft and revise their
final papers. Kenyon prides itself on its reputation as a “writer’s college,”
and these student workers are a necessary facet to building and sustaining
this reputation — without them, there is no foundational support system
to help transform students into writers and thinkers.
After LBIS announced their strike on Friday, many library staff members had to scramble to cover the Helpline shifts, fixing miscellaneous
technological issues that they had no previous knowledge about. This is
not a sustainable solution to the work stoppage; this is not proceeding as
normal.”
CAs, too, are vital to the College’s functioning. Should a resident have
an emergency, they may have no one to turn to, and may have to wait for
a Campus Safety officer to arrive. This could potentially cause a dangerous legal situation, and the College would be at fault. Is this the normal
Kenyon so desires?
These are but a few examples of the contributions these students bring
to the community, and the ways in which their absence is felt on campus.
The fact that the College is ignoring not only the student workers, but also
other students who suffer the repercussions, speaks measures about what
they prioritize.
Without the guidance of CAs, TAs and Writing Center Consultants, the
stress on students to learn challenging coursework and navigate the conclusion of this semester is dramatically increasing. In addition to academic success, the changes have the potential to put students’ mental health
in jeopardy, especially as they are already grappling with the struggles of
post-pandemic life. Forcing students to face final exams and papers without their typical academic resources and support systems is a risky prospect. Kenyon’s administration needs to stop ignoring the essential roles
of its student workers — it is affecting the entire student body’s ability to
succeed.
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In fond remembrance of
Professor Bill Klein
M. T. ELEY
CONTRIBUTOR

There is certain relief, now familiar to nearly all alumni, that comes
when a familiar building leaves the Hill. Bar, Black Box, Bookstore: For
me, memory is the preferred location for my favorite parts of Kenyon.
They are better off there.
This cannot be said for old professors.
The late professor William “Bill” Klein — known as Klein to both his
admirers and detractors in the student body — was ancient even back
in 2014-15, when I had him for his famed Anglo-Saxon class and then
for a special project. His modern memory was failing, but the ancient
memory was in full bloom. Even that is not quite just to him; though he
might forget your name in class, he would recall essays of yours from
weeks and months prior, referencing them in his reviews of your latest
assignment like an earnest fan, as if he filed them alongside Chaucer,
Dickinson and Bede in his bald head.
Klein cared deeply for his students, a subtlety lost on those who knew
him only for his reputation as an easy grader. Klein did not come to Kenyon to crack skulls; the phenomenon of grade inf lation — though he
contributed to it — perhaps amused him as a side effect of something
else, rather than a disease. His manner of teaching, discussion-driven to
the point of maddening silences, suggested that gene (recessive in academia) of wanting to teach more than be published. He loved the Hill
and seemed to believe he’d arrived, something few feel with conviction.
As such, Klein was always in his creaky-carpeted, papers-laden hideyhole of an office in Sunset like a hermit, sometimes even on weekends.
In this humble office, he offered me a great deal of advice, unexpectedly
bawdy stories or reverent allusions to John Crowe Ransom, a man Klein
venerated like a saint.
One frequent reference was to one of Ransom’s essays, “Why Critics
Don’t Go Mad,” a piece which I think comforted Klein in the Kenyon atmosphere of quasi-literary mysticism, much like his beloved Amish furniture. Klein shared this essay with me during a period of my life when
a great deal was going wrong at Kenyon and he was one of few privy to
it. He made a photocopy for me and pointed out on the still-warm paper:
“It is apparent that I think of the critic as a good man; a man of integrity pursuing an uncertain career … [Parents] need not fear to entrust
the good young men their sons to him at the university … they will be
made acquainted among other things with the soul of modern man, and
that is something which is in store for them anyhow, one time or the
other.”
“That’s what this is all about,” Klein said, dismissing my troubles
with authority. “You’ve found the modern man and all that. But,” he
said, folding the papers to the title page, “You will not go mad.”
Looking back, I realized there was something else Ransom was right
about: The critic in this case, Klein, was undoubtedly a good man. I did
find out a great deal about the soul of the modern at Kenyon — and if
they have a scrap of the human warmth that Bill Klein did, then collectively, we shall be all right. We will not go mad.
But we shall miss him sorely all the same.
M. T. Eley ’15 was an English major with a concentration in the integrated program for humane studies (IPHS). He lives in Roanoke, Va.

The staff editorial is written weekly by editors-in-chief Jordy Fee-Platt ’22
and Linnea Mumma ’22, managing editor Amanda Pyne ’22 and executive
director Joe Wint ’22. You can contact them at feeplatt1@kenyon.edu, mumma1@kenyon.edu, pyne1@kenyon.edu and wint1@kenyon.edu, respectively.
The opinions page is a space for members of the community to
discuss issues relevant to the campus and the world at large. The
opinions expressed on this page belong only to the writers. Columns
and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Collegian
staff. All members of the community are welcome to express opinions
through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted
for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or
pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by individuals, not
organizations, and must be 200 words or fewer. Letters must also be
received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon
Collegian prints as many letters as possible each week subject to
space, interest and appropriateness. Members of the editorial board
reserve the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the
paper do not necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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Undergraduate student worker unions stand with K-SWOC
We are the Union of Grinnell Student Dining Workers
(UGSDW), Hamilton United
Workers (UFCW Local One)
and the Wesleyan Union of
Student Employees (WesUSE)
OPEIU Local 153, together
representing over 900 unionized student workers at Grinnell College, Hamilton College and Wesleyan University.
As student workers currently negotiating with our
administrations, we have experienced resistance towards
our unionization efforts. Recently, we have also seen administrations recognize our
commitment to guaranteeing
safety, rights, higher wages
and dignity in the workplace
by agreeing to sit down at
the negotiating table with us.
This is why we know that Kenyon can do better.
For a long time, student
workers have been legally recognized as having the
right to unionize. The certifications of undergraduate unions across the country have shown that student
workers share the same right
to unionize as other workers
across the country. Furthermore, after a year when the

endowments of wealthy private universities grew by hundreds of millions of dollars,
we know that these institutions, which cannot function
without student work, can afford fair pay and dignity for
student workers.
Grinnell, Hamilton and
Wesleyan are all small liberal
arts institutions like Kenyon.
Like Grinnell, Hamilton and
Wesleyan, Kenyon has not
just remained financially stable during the pandemic — its
endowment has increased by
hundreds of millions of dollars. Like Grinnell, Hamilton and Wesleyan, Kenyon is
now home to a student worker
unionization drive fighting
against top-down decision
making, fighting for an equal
say over working conditions
and building a brighter future
on its campus.
Hamilton College originally agreed to a stipulated
election agreement for admissions workers. That unit went
on to unionize by a vote of 2520 for UFCW. While the College acknowledged the union
results, it has — like Kenyon
— consistently delayed negotiations and further elec-

tions for Resident Advisors
and Days-Massolo Center
workers. Hamilton’s administration argued that the National Labor Relations Board
(NLRB) should not recognize
undergraduate workers as
workers. On Friday, April 8,
Hamilton’s lawyer terminated
the first negotiating session
within five minutes, demanding that negotiations occur in
person despite not providing
a good-faith rationale.
After the admissions vote,
Monica Inzer, the vice president for enrollment management at Hamilton, stated: “I
trusted [students] to use common sense, but I think the
emotion of it got to them and
this was an emotional vote…
students will vote with emotion instead of rational thinking. I thought the students
would be more rational and
that more of them would not
vote for the union.” Hamilton’s original union drive
started due to the admissions
office committing wage theft
towards some summer tour
guides and firing a student
worker for requesting a raise.
Is anger at that not justified?
Unlike Kenyon and Ham-

ilton, the Grinnell and Wesleyan administrations have
negotiated in good faith with
student workers. After years
of union-busting, Grinnell’s
administration sat down and
negotiated a Neutrality and
Election Agreement, laying
the path for an NLRB election
that covers all hourly student
workers. Similarly, Wesleyan’s administration negotiated a path to recognition for
student residential life workers through voluntary recognition by card-check.
To President Decatur and
Kenyon’s administration: Kenyon could, like Grinnell and
Wesleyan, choose to blaze a
new path in higher-education
unionization. Student workers everywhere are a part of
one movement, and all of us
are part of one higher-education community. We know
that K-SWOC is led by driven,
thoughtful and responsible
student workers who are committed to building an equitable student work experience
and eager to participate in
good-faith negotiations. Our
institutions share stated commitments to economic and
social justice — it’s long past

time for Kenyon’s administration to put those supposed
commitments into practice.
To Kenyon student workers and allies: The victories at
Grinnell, Hamilton and Wesleyan did not happen spontaneously. They were all results
of years of intensive organizing, building solidarity across
workers and mass actions of
support. We could not have
succeeded without strong majorities of students calling on
our administrations to take
action. We call on all Kenyon
students to join in K-SWOC’s
fight to create a fairer, more
just Kenyon College — and to
join the student labor movement that is spreading across
the country.
Wesleyan Union of Student
Employees, OPEIU Local 153
Union of Grinnell Student
Dining Workers
Hamilton United Workers UFCW Local One
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Across
1
6
9
10
11
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
22
23
24
25

Down
They’re common on Kenyon’s campus 1
Mom, pop, bro and sis
2
Cybercommerce, colloquially
3
Post-op room
4
Like me after a long day
5
Baritones, typically
6
Author Wiesel
7
Bhagavad ____
8
Thirst quenchers
12
Highlander				
15
Jim Bakker’s club
20
Show what you know, hopefully
21
Student ID datum			
A leisurely stroll		
“The Last Jedi” villain			
Picard’s show, for short

Director Anderson or Craven
It started in 1945
By the ____ _____ (what’s more)
Like a feather
___-mo (video feature)
On-site trial
Old name for TV consumer research company
Trumpet accessories
Seized, as an opportunity
The sun, for one
Calc BC et al.
Dress (up)

SPORTS
Women’s lacrosse maintains undefeated NCAC record
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KATIE SPARVERO
SPORTS ASSISTANT

On Saturday, the Ladies lacrosse
team staged a comeback win against
DePauw University, bringing their
overall record to 11-1 and maintaining
their undefeated NCAC record of 5-0.
Kenyon opened the scoring with a
goal from Ella Murphy ’23 in the first
minute of play. Despite the promising
start for the Ladies, the Tigers roared
back with four unanswered goals. Kenyon was able to shrink the deficit to
just one, as Murphy scored two more
goals to complete a hat trick. Despite
her efforts, DePauw answered back
with two more goals of their own in the
final two minutes of the first half, taking a 6-3 lead into halftime. Murphy
credited DePauw for having a complete
attack on offense. “Their attack had a
lot of height, especially on the draw,
which gave them the advantage of a
few extra possessions,” she wrote in an
email to the Collegian.
Down in the game but not out, the
Ladies began mounting their comeback in the third quarter. Though the
Tigers were able to maintain pressure
in the opening minutes of the third, a
shot-clock violation gave Kenyon an
opportunity to gain possession. A foul
on DePauw gave Emma Hutchison ’23
a free-position shot, which she fired
home. After Murphy scored her fourth
goal of the afternoon, making it a onegoal game, DePauw called a timeout.
But Kenyon maintained pressure, forcing another shot-clock violation, which

Ella Murphy ’23 scored four goals in the win over DePauw University. | COURTESY OF ISOO O’BRIEN
led to a game-tying goal from Mallory for being up to the task and helping to importance of the team being motivatBrophy ’25. Caroline O’Neil ’23 then keep the Ladies’ lead. “During the sec- ed and on the same page as they look
gave the Ladies their first lead since ond half, we capitalized more on our to finish the season strong. “Everyone
the first period with her team-leading attack possessions and re-defended in on our team has the same goal and we
30th goal of the season.
the ride to get even more chances on are determined to make our mark afThough the Tigers tied the game the offensive end,” she said. The Ladies ter losing two full seasons because of
shortly after, two more goals for Ken- won by a final score of 9-8.
[COVID-19],” she said. “Clinching the
yon put the game out of reach. DePauw
Kenyon will next play April 27, NCAC title would be a dream to our
did not go away without a fight, scor- when they travel to face the College of team and would truly be a testament
ing once more in the fourth quarter, Wooster in their penultimate regular- to all of our hard work this season.”
but Murphy praised Kenyon’s defense season game. Murphy emphasized the

Lords fill out football coaching staff for the fall season
FINN ANDERS
STAFF WRITER

After the Lords concluded their 2021
season with a win against Hiram College, bringing their record to 3-7 on
the season, the team experienced multiple executive changes. Kenyon named
Ian Good — who originally joined the
coaching staff in 2017 as the linebackers’
coach and was the team’s defensive coordinator for the last two years — as Kenyon’s new head coach. The move came
after James Rosenbury, head coach since
2019, resigned from his position in December.
Rosenbury’s resignation came as a
surprise to many, as he led the team to an
improved record of 6-14. Perhaps most
notably, in his first game as Kenyon’s
head coach, Rosenbury led the Lords
to a 32-31 overtime victory against The
Catholic University of America (D.C.).
The win was the team’s first victory after 26 straight losses.
Without missing a beat after his promotion, Good wanted to instill a positive
culture in the team. “Our mission within
Kenyon Football is to enhance the lives
of our student-athletes academically,
athletically and in the community while
preparing them for success after Kenyon,” Good wrote in an email to the Collegian.
To achieve this goal, the coaching
staff has been emphasizing this positive
culture during practices. “At practice,
we have been building a new culture of
family, toughness and grit,” said kick returner Zach Kim ’25. “We just have been

focusing on ourselves and building a
new family.”
Good’s hiring is not the only change
that the team has undergone since last
fall. Just months after Good took his
new position, Corey Headley and Robert
Brown were hired as the new offensive
and defensive coordinators, respectively.
Brown, having coached at many schools
throughout Ohio, such as Oberlin College and Wilmington College, is not
traveling far to take over as the Lords’
defensive coordinator. Headley also has
a veteran resume, having coached at four
different colleges, including Division I
Gardner-Webb University (N.C.), where
he served as the director of football operations.
Though they are both new to the program, the team has already felt their
presence. “We’re connecting with them
very well, and we’re on the same page.
The transition has been seamless, and
they’ve been great with everyone,” Kim
said.
Running back Tobi Tojuola ’25 felt
similarly. “If the chemistry between the
players and coaches was like what we
have now, it would have led to an even
better season last season.”
In 2021, the team’s conference record
was 3-6. While it was Kenyon’s best conference record since 2013, the team still
believes there was room to grow. “In general, there is always room for improvement. We know we are better than 3-7,
and we know that our record does not
reflect [our performance],” Tojuola said.
In order to make that philosophy a reality, the team is focused on practicing and

Ian Good now serves as head coach. | COURTESY OF KENYON ATHETICS
getting motivated for the next season.
“Our goal will always be to maximize
who we are in that season. We are not focused on winning a conference championship. We are focused on all of the steps
that it takes to get there,” Good said. “If
we can take care of business in all of
those areas, we are going to put ourselves in a great position to win games
this fall.”
The Lords will continue to train hard

until the academic year concludes and
throughout the summer. The team will
have an opportunity to display the
fruits of their labor when they open up
their season in a home match against
Bluffton University on Sept. 3. Their
game against the Beavers will be the
first with Good and the new coordinators at the helm.
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Baseball winning streak ends at 14 games against Denison
JORDY FEE-PLATT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Lords baseball team continued to
roll over the weekend, earning a doubleheader sweep of DePauw University in
Greencastle, Ind., 12-1, 4-3. Unfortunately, their impressive win streak of 14
came to an end when they faced Denison University on Wednesday, losing a
heartbreaker 8-7 and falling in a lopsided defeat 13-3.
Game one at DePauw wasn’t much
of a contest in the end, but the first half
of the game was tight. Both teams were
held scoreless by some excellent pitching
on both sides. Starters Alex Gow ’22 and
Michael Vallone allowed a combined six
hits through the first four innings. In
the fifth inning, the Lords finally broke
through. Nate Rosen ’25 launched a tworun homer to left, giving his team a 2-0
lead. The following inning, Kenyon blew
the game open, bringing across eight
runs. Malcolm Gaynor ’24 knocked in
two with a double, and Gow followed
with an RBI single. Before DePauw finally retired the side, RBIs from Luke
Meister ’24, Tripper Capps ’24 and Will
Sturgeon ’22 gave the Lords a huge 12-0
lead.
Due to the mercy rule, Kenyon was
able to close out the matchup in seven
innings. After allowing one run in the
bottom of the seventh, Gow finished off
his second consecutive complete game
on the mound to give his team a 12-1
victory. The Lords’ ace allowed just one
run and eight hits, and struck out nine.
His ERA on the season now sits at a stellar 0.86.
In the second leg of the doubleheader, the Lords were certainly more challenged, but earned a hard-fought onerun victory. Kenyon was able to strike
first, thanks to a costly error by DePauw’s third baseman Brian May, which
allowed two runs to score in the second
inning. The Tigers struck for two runs
of their own in the fourth to tie the
game. This tie didn’t last long, however,
as Kenyon regained the advantage when
Hoskins took starter Joe Runnells deep
in the top of the fifth. Kenyon added a
run in the eighth to push their lead to
4-2, with six outs needed to secure the
sweep.
However, things were far from routine. Three Tigers hitters reached base
consecutively, setting up the bases load-

Alex Gow ’22 threw a complete game against DePauw University on Saturday. | COURTESY OF MARTY FULLER
ed with nobody out. Closer Joel Biery ’22
was asked to get the Lords out of trouble in a brutal spot. One run did come
across, but Biery did indeed escape trouble, striking out three of four batters he
faced to finish off the eighth inning and
leaving three runners stranded on base.
The Los Angeles native then struck out
two more Tigers in the ninth, securing
the Lords’ win and his fifth save of the
season, getting a vital six outs to end the
game.
Kenyon returned home looking to
continue their win streak, and for a
while in game one, it appeared as if they
were going to do just that against Denison. After falling behind in the first 1-0,
the Lords struck for three in the third.
An error to lead off the inning ignited a
rally. Hoskins tied the score with an RBI
single, and a sacrifice fly from Gow and
RBI groundout from Andrew Rabinowitz ’22 gave Kenyon a 3-1 lead. The home
team added two more runs in the following inning to extend their advantage to
5-1.
In the following innings, the Lords
continued to add on, with some well-

placed ground balls aiding their rallies.
Zach Frizzera ’22 and Noah Rosenberg
’24 provided excellent pitching on the
mound and Kenyon took a 7-2 advantage in the seventh, before Denison was
able to muster a run to cut the deficit to
four. The Big Red then built a rally in
the eighth, loading up the bases with nobody out. Biery, who entered earlier in
the inning, was faced with another brutal jam. Yet again, the Lords closer miraculously tightroped out of the inning,
retiring three consecutive Denison batters to retire the side.
Unfortunately for the Lords, Biery
was unable to replicate the same form
in the ninth inning: The Big Red put up
an impressive four runs off Biery with
a series of consecutive hits. Nonetheless, Kenyon still nearly won the game in
the inning. After an Eric Colaco single
with two outs, with the score 7-6, Owen
Wilson headed home from second to try
to score the tying seventh run. A throw
from Hoskins in left field reached the
catcher Rabinowitz on the fly, but the
throw was just a bit too high, and the
Lords backstop was unable to get the tag

down in time to end the game. The Lords
went down quietly in the ninth, and the
Big Red knocked in the deciding run in
the top of the tenth, holding on to win
8-7 and sealing a devastating defeat for
the Lords. This snapped their programrecord winning streak of 14 games.
Unfortunately, after using their two
best pitchers over the weekend and six
pitchers in game one on Wednesday,
the Lords simply didn’t have the pitching depth to keep up with Denison in
game two. The Big Red brought 12 runs
across in the first three innings and never looked back. The game ended in seven
innings due to the mercy rule, with Denison securing a doubleheader sweep with
a 13-3 win.
Kenyon will have the chance to
bounce back in another key NCAC doubleheader matchup on Saturday against
Wittenberg University at McCloskey
Field. With their two best starters in
Gow and Frank Lynch ’25 on the mound,
the purple and black will have an excellent chance to regain their momentum
against their Tigers.

their own. Kenyon took the game by
a final score of 25-8, their largest
scoring total since they put up 27 on
this same Terriers squad in 2019. The
Lords’ dominant effort was ref lected
on the stat sheet, where they outshot
Hiram 61-27 while also holding a 5826 advantage in ground balls. Giuffre credited the team for a complete
effort and was particularly proud of
the team’s ability to control the ball.
“Our [faceoff players] won almost every faceoff so our offense was able to
possess the ball more than Hiram,”
he wrote in an email to the Collegian.
“Along with that, on offense, the ball
was moving quickly and we did a great
job of sharing the ball.”
Kenyon opened the scoring in their
game against Wooster, as Mike Matteo ’23 broke the ice with just under
seven minutes remaining in the first
quarter. The Fighting Scots answered

back quickly, scoring three goals in
the final six minutes of the first quarter, before adding another goal in the
opening minute of the second. Down
4-1, the Lords capitalized on Wooster
turnovers to score two goals, cutting
the deficit to just one at the half. The
first 10 minutes of the third quarter were quiet as the two teams traded scoring chances, but neither could
break through, leaving the score at 4-3
with five minutes left in the period.
After a save from goaltender Mayo
Amorello ’22, Kenyon was able to
clear, and Joe Bolea ’22 scored shorthanded to tie the game. Declan Curry
’22 gave the Lords the lead late in the
period, and Giuffre tacked on a goal to
make the score 6-4. Looking to keep
their NCAC record above .500, the
Fighting Scots came into the fourth
quarter firing, scoring three straight
goals to take the lead. With under two

minutes remaining in regulation, Giuffre tied the game to complete a hat
trick, and Bolea scored the go-ahead
goal with just 44 seconds remaining
on the clock. The Lords took the game
by a final score of 8-7.
With their overall record at 10-3
and their NCAC record at 5-1, the
Lords will return to action when the
Wabash College Little Giants come
to town on Saturday. With the regular season in the home stretch, Giuffre
listed an NCAC title as a team goal, but
emphasized that they need to stay focused on the present. “We need to remain focused on our goal which is an
NCAC championship, but not get too
ahead of ourselves,” he said. “We have
some strong upcoming opponents like
Ohio Wesleyan [University] and Oberlin [College], so we can’t overlook our
opponents.”

Men’s lacrosse picks up two more victories against Hiram, Wooster
KATIE SPARVERO
SPORTS ASSISTANT

The Lords lacrosse team earned two
more conference wins as they defeated
Hiram College on Saturday and the
College of Wooster on Wednesday.
Though Hiram opened the scoring
with an early goal, the Lords’ offense
was dominant against the Terriers.
After Hiram’s first goal, Kenyon rif led
off 15 unanswered goals across the
first and second quarters. Jack Giuffre
’23 accounted for four of those goals,
and Cameron Longway ’25 added a
pair to bring his team-leading total to
24 goals on the season. With the Lords
up 15-1, Hiram was able to convert
on two man advantages with Kenyon
players in the penalty box to make the
score 15-3 at the half.
The second half proved to be more
of the same for Kenyon, as the Lords
met each Hiram goal with a few of
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Orth, Gono Phiri capture All- Ladies celebrate Senior Day,
Ohio titles for track and field split doubleheaders at home

Emily Buckwalter ’22 had two RBIs. | COURTESY OF ISOO O’BRIEN
single by Bishay.
In between the games, the Ladies celKenyon’s softball team played two
ebrated Senior Day on the field with their
doubleheaders this week. The team split
families. “Senior day was definitely a bitgames against Ohio Wesleyan University
tersweet moment,” Bishay wrote in an
(OWU) on Saturday and on Wednesday
email to the Collegian. “It was definitely
against Wittenberg University. In the
a really rewarding moment standing next
game against OWU over the weekend,
to the rest of the senior class and families
the Ladies honored 12 seniors on Senior
and seeing all of the alumni and current
Day.
players support for us and our achieveNicole Bishay ’22 started in the circle
ments.” After a photo with all of the sein game one against OWU. As usual this
niors and their families, the Ladies reseason, Bishay went the distance, allowturned to play the second half of the
ing two runs on seven hits while walkdoubleheader against OWU.
ing one and earning three strikeouts. At
The Ladies got off to a quick start in
the plate, she was equally excellent, going
game two, scoring two runs in the home
two for three with two RBIs.
half of the first. However, the Ladies ran
The game was scoreless until the third
into trouble in the middle innings: The
inning, when the Ladies turned the tide
Battling Bishops scored two runs in the
with a four-run inning, which, in the end,
top of the third, and then took the lead an
was all Bishay needed to secure the vicinning later. OWU added an insurance
tory. Maddie Friday ’24 led off the third
run in the sixth inning. Kenyon did not
inning with a single. Grace Finn ’22 adgo away quietly, as the Ladies’ bats came
vanced Friday to second with a single of
alive in an impressive way, scoring four
her own. When the ball got by the catcher,
runs in the bottom half of the sixth inFriday dashed to third, forcing a throw.
ning to take a 6-4 lead. Designated hitThe ball went over the third baseman’s
ter Olivia Hurley ’22 and Finn each had
head, allowing Friday to score. Sara Camtwo RBIs. However, the lead was unfortupagna ’22 brought in Finn with a single
nately short-lived, as the Battling Bishops
before Emily Buckwalter ’22 doubled to
answered in the top of the seventh with
left center to plate Campagna. A few batseven runs to steal a split in the doubleters later, Bishay singled to left field to cap
header in heartbreaking fashion.
off the Ladies’ big inning. Kenyon also
earned an insurance run in the fifth on a

CALEB NEWMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

TATI GROSS
SPORTS WRITER

This weekend, the Lords and Ladies
track and field teams competed in the
All-Ohio Championship in Delaware,
Ohio.
The Lords took home two All-Ohio
titles. Tapiwa Gono Phiri ’25 won the
200-meter dash in 22.23 seconds, and
also placed third in the 100-meter dash
with a time of 10.94 seconds (just 0.03
seconds shy of the Kenyon record). Kenyon’s other champion, Riley Orth ’24,
placed first in the shot put, landing a
50-foot, ¾-inch throw. Orth took home
second place in the discus and also recorded a 14th-place finish in the hammer throw. Together, Gono Phiri and
Orth logged 34 team points, earning
the Lords a 10th-place finish in the
meet. The other two Lords competing
were David Mazon ’25, who took 10th
in the high jump, and Angus Soderberg
’22, who competed in the javelin and
400-meter race, placing 11th and 12th,
respectively.
As for the Ladies, seven athletes
competed, and the team ended the meet
in eighth place with 34 total points.

COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS
The best individual finish came from
Paula Soric ’25, who recorded a second
place in the triple jump at 36 feet, 1
½ inches and third in the long jump
with 16 feet, 4 ½ inches. Abby McCarty ’22 finished eighth in the high
jump by clearing 4 feet, 10 ¼ inches. In
the 3,000-meter steeplechase, Katarina
Yepez ’22 took home third with a time
of 12:08.29. Maya Virdell ’24 earned
a fourth-place finish in the 400-meter hurdles in 1:09.96. Sierra Smith ’22
took home a sixth-place finish in the
400-meter race with a time of 1:03.74.
The Ladies also collected two eighthplace finishes from Davida Harris ’22
in the 800-meter race and Alice Riley
in the 5000-meter race. In the final
race, a 4x100-meter relay team of Cate
Robertson ’22, Smith, McCarty and
Virdell finished in sixth with a time of
53.95.
Kenyon will next compete Saturday,
when they host the Kenyon Invitational. Denison University, Wittenberg
University and the College of Wooster
will be among the teams competing.

Lords finish 11-7, Ladies go 11-9 as NCAC tournament nears
HENRY BUCHAN
SPORTS WRITER

Lords
On Saturday, the Lords tennis team
faced off against Allegheny College in
the last match of the regular season.
With a 7-2 victory, the Lords ended
their season with an 11-7 record, including a 3-0 record in NCAC play.
Kenyon started off the day with a
win in the No. 2 doubles match, as Luis
Andres Platas ’23 and Eric Zhang ’25
picked up an 8-2 victory. In the No. 3
doubles match, Rishil Kondapaneni ’25
and Thomas Kallarakal ’23 prevailed in
a close 8-6 set. Allegheny’s only doubles win came in an 8-4 victory over
Christian Picot ’25 and Christophe
Leblanc ’25.
While Platas fell in the No. 1 singles
match to the Gators with a score of 7-5,
6-2, the Lords cruised the rest of the
way. Kallarakal won 6-1, 6-4 in the No.
2 singles match, while Kondapaneni
picked up a 6-3, 6-3 victory. In the No.
4, 5 and 6 singles matches Zhang, Henry Wessel ’22 and Rakkan Audeh ’25
each won in straight sets.

For his effort this week, Kallarakal
was awarded the men’s tennis NCAC
Player of the Week award.
The Lords will play Ohio Wesleyan
University in the NCAC Tournament in
Granville, Ohio on Friday, where they
will be the No. 1 seed from the East Division. Denison University earned the
other No. 1 seed as they finished atop
the West Division.
Ladies
The Ladies swept Otterbein University and Allegheny College this weekend before losing a close matchup to
No. 30 Denison. In doing so, they improved their record on the season to
11-9.
Kenyon began doubles play with
an 8-1 win in the No. 3 spot thanks to
Lalasa Nagireddy ’25 and Catriona MacIntosh ’23. At the No. 2 doubles match,
Erika Pontillo ’23 and Anna Winslow
’22 were victorious with a score of 8-5.
In the final doubles match, Daria Beshentseva ’22 and Eleni Dakos ’24 bested
the Cardinals’ top pair 8-4.
In the No. 1 singles match, Beshent-

seva pulled out two close sets, winning
6-4, 7-5. Dakos dropped just one game
en route to her 6-0, 6-1 victory in the
No. 2 singles spot. Nagireddy won her
match by a score of 6-1 in the No. 3 singles match, while in the No. 4 singles
match, Winslow won 6-2, 6-2. Pontillo
won 6-2, 6-3 in the No. 6 singles spot
and MacIntosh cruised to a 6-1, 6-0
victory in the No. 5 singles match.
Against Allegheny, Beshentseva and
Dakos earned an 8-1 victory. Pontillo
and Winslow won their No. 2 doubles
match 8-5. In the last doubles match,
MacIntosh and Nagireddy won 8-2.
Beshentseva, who was named NCAC
Women’s Tennis Player of the Week
for the second time this season, was
dominant in a 6-1, 6-0 victory in the
top singles spot. Meanwhile, Nagireddy
earned a 6-1, 6-0 victory, clinching the
win for the Ladies. In the No. 3 singles
match, Winslow won 6-1, 6-0. MacIntosh played a close first set in the No. 4
match, winning in the tiebreak before
closing things out in the second set
for a final score of 7-6(7-5), 6-1. In the
No. 5 singles, Pontillo beat Stancil 6-3,

6-0, and Natalie Connelly ‘25 finished
things off with a 6-0, 6-2 victory in the
No. 6 singles match.
Unfortunately, the Ladies were unable to continue their momentum
against the Big Red, falling 5-4. Two
of Kenyon’s three doubles groups prevailed in close fashion. Daria Beshentseva ’22 and Eleni Dakos ’24 won 8-6,
while Anna Winslow ’22 and Erika
Pontillo ’23 secured another close 8-6
victory.
Unfortunately, the singles matchups were less successful for the Ladies.
Beshentseva earned a relatively easy
victory at No. 1, going 7-5, 6-2, while
Natalie Connelly ’25 earned a straight
set win 6-1, 7-6 at No. 6. Unfortunately,
no other Kenyon player could prevail.
With the overall score sitting at 4-4,
Catriona Macintosh ’23 came up just
short in a brutal loss, falling 4-6, 6-4,
7-5, which gave Denison the match win.
With the regular season having come
to a close, the Ladies will look ahead
to the NCAC tournament from April 29
to May 1.

